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Friday 4th May, 2018 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

RE: Battle Abbey School Trip 

In Term 5 and 6, the children in Class Picasso are exploring ‘1066: A Year to Remember’. To enhance 

this learning, the class will be visiting Battle Abbey on Monday 4th June. During the visit, the children will 

have the opportunity to explore the battle site and participate in a Conquest Tour and Tales 

workshop. This experience will enable the children to link the monumental events of the Battle of 

Hastings with the setting where it took place.  

On the day, we will start school at the normal time and leave for Battle Abbey at 11:30am. Our visit will 

finish at 2:30pm. We are asking parents to collect their children from the entrance to the Abbey site at 

this time which will help to keep the cost of the trip to a minimum. 

The children should wear full school uniform for the trip, although they can wear trainers for walking 

around the battle site.  We will be having lunch once we get to the Abbey, so the children will need to 

bring a packed lunch along with their water bottle. As they will have to carry their bags with them, I 

would recommend that the children only bring what is necessary in a small bag.  

I would be grateful if you could complete and return the attached permission slip by Monday 21st May 

to confirm that you are happy for your child to go on the trip. To cover the cost of the coach and 

workshop, we are asking all parents and carers to make a voluntary contribution of £6.50. If we do not 

receive enough contributions then we may need to cancel the trip. 

If you have any questions about the trip arrangements or are available to help on the day, please feel 

free to speak to either Mrs. Ashdown or myself. I am sure the children will have a fantastic day and 

gain a lot from this experience. Thank you for your support. 

 

Yours Faithfully 

 

Miss Caush 

(Year 5 Class Teacher) 
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Year 5 Battle Abbey Reply Slip 

I can confirm that I am happy for my child ………………………………………………………….. 

to attended the trip to Battle Abbey on Monday 4thth June. 

I enclose a voluntary contribution of £6.50 of the trip. 

I enclose a voluntary contribution of £…………………………. towards the cost of the trip. 

Signed: ……………………………………………     Date…………………......... 


